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Linear algebra is something all mathematics undergraduates and many other students, in
subjects ranging from engineering to economics, have to learn. The fifth edition of this hugely
successful textbook retains all the qualities of earlier editions while at the same time seeing
numerous minor improvements and major additions. The latter include: • A new chapter on
singular values and singular vectors, including ways to analyze a matrix of data • A revised
chapter on computing in linear algebra, with professional-level algorithms and code that can be
downloaded for a variety of languages • A new section on linear algebra and cryptography • A
new chapter on linear algebra in probability and statistics. A dedicated and active website also
offers solutions to exercises as well as new exercises from many different sources (e.g.
practice problems, exams, development of textbook examples), plus codes in MATLAB, Julia,
and Python.
NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you select the correct ISBN.
Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, and
registrations are not transferable. To register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products, you may also need a Course ID, which your instructor will provide. Used books,
rentals, and purchases made outside of PearsonIf purchasing or renting from companies other
than Pearson, the access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be
included, may be incorrect, or may be previously redeemed. Check with the seller before
completing your purchase. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyMathLab does
not come packaged with this content. MyMathLab is not a self-paced technology and should
only be purchased when required by an instructor. If you would like to purchase "both "the
physical text and MyMathLab, search for: 9780134022697 / 0134022696 Linear Algebra and
Its Applications plus New MyMathLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, 5/e With
traditional linear algebra texts, the course is relatively easy for students during the early stages
as material is presented in a familiar, concrete setting. However, when abstract concepts are
introduced, students often hit a wall. Instructors seem to agree that certain concepts (such as
linear independence, spanning, subspace, vector space, and linear transformations) are not
easily understood and require time to assimilate. These concepts are fundamental to the study
of linear algebra, so students' understanding of them is vital to mastering the subject. This text
makes these concepts more accessible by introducing them early in a familiar, concrete "Rn"
setting, developing them gradually, and returning to them throughout the text so that when they
are discussed in the abstract, students are readily able to understand.
Rooted in a pedagogically successful problem-solving approach to linear algebra, the present
work fills a gap in the literature that is sharply divided between elementary texts and books that
are too advanced to appeal to a wide audience. It clearly develops the theoretical foundations
of vector spaces, linear equations, matrix algebra, eigenvectors, and orthogonality, while
simultaneously emphasizing applications and connections to fields such as biology,
economics, computer graphics, electrical engineering, cryptography, and political science.
Ideal as an introduction to linear algebra, the extensive exercises and well-chosen applications
also make this text suitable for advanced courses at the junior or senior undergraduate level.
Furthermore, it can serve as a colorful supplementary problem book, reference, or self-study
manual for professional scientists and mathematicians. Complete with bibliography and index,
"Essential Linear Algebra with Applications" is a natural bridge between pure and applied
mathematics and the natural and social sciences, appropriate for any student or researcher
who needs a strong footing in the theory, problem-solving, and model-building that are the
subject’s hallmark.
This text for a second course in linear algebra, aimed at math majors and graduates, adopts a
novel approach by banishing determinants to the end of the book and focusing on
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understanding the structure of linear operators on vector spaces. The author has taken
unusual care to motivate concepts and to simplify proofs. For example, the book presents without having defined determinants - a clean proof that every linear operator on a finitedimensional complex vector space has an eigenvalue. The book starts by discussing vector
spaces, linear independence, span, basics, and dimension. Students are introduced to innerproduct spaces in the first half of the book and shortly thereafter to the finite- dimensional
spectral theorem. A variety of interesting exercises in each chapter helps students understand
and manipulate the objects of linear algebra. This second edition features new chapters on
diagonal matrices, on linear functionals and adjoints, and on the spectral theorem; some
sections, such as those on self-adjoint and normal operators, have been entirely rewritten; and
hundreds of minor improvements have been made throughout the text.
Accurate and efficient computer algorithms for factoring matrices, solving linear systems of
equations, and extracting eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Regardless of the software system
used, the book describes and gives examples of the use of modern computer software for
numerical linear algebra. It begins with a discussion of the basics of numerical computations,
and then describes the relevant properties of matrix inverses, factorisations, matrix and vector
norms, and other topics in linear algebra. The book is essentially self- contained, with the
topics addressed constituting the essential material for an introductory course in statistical
computing. Numerous exercises allow the text to be used for a first course in statistical
computing or as supplementary text for various courses that emphasise computations.
Numerical Linear Algebra with Applications is designed for those who want to gain a practical
knowledge of modern computational techniques for the numerical solution of linear algebra
problems, using MATLAB as the vehicle for computation. The book contains all the material
necessary for a first year graduate or advanced undergraduate course on numerical linear
algebra with numerous applications to engineering and science. With a unified presentation of
computation, basic algorithm analysis, and numerical methods to compute solutions, this book
is ideal for solving real-world problems. The text consists of six introductory chapters that
thoroughly provide the required background for those who have not taken a course in applied
or theoretical linear algebra. It explains in great detail the algorithms necessary for the
accurate computation of the solution to the most frequently occurring problems in numerical
linear algebra. In addition to examples from engineering and science applications, proofs of
required results are provided without leaving out critical details. The Preface suggests ways in
which the book can be used with or without an intensive study of proofs. This book will be a
useful reference for graduate or advanced undergraduate students in engineering, science,
and mathematics. It will also appeal to professionals in engineering and science, such as
practicing engineers who want to see how numerical linear algebra problems can be solved
using a programming language such as MATLAB, MAPLE, or Mathematica. Six introductory
chapters that thoroughly provide the required background for those who have not taken a
course in applied or theoretical linear algebra Detailed explanations and examples A through
discussion of the algorithms necessary for the accurate computation of the solution to the most
frequently occurring problems in numerical linear algebra Examples from engineering and
science applications

This unique volume surveys the current state of research in matrix theory and applied
linear algebra. It provides information on matrix approximation and factorization,
matrices in optimization theory, the theory of sparse matrices, and matrix theory in
statistics, with careful attention to numerical computation and the impact of parallelism
of matrix computations. This comprehensive work is an invaluable reference for
researchers in all areas of applied mathematics.
For courses in Linear Algebra. Fosters the concepts and skillsneeded for future careers
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Linear Algebra and ItsApplications offers a modern elementary introduction with broad,
relevantapplications. With traditional texts, the early stages of the course arerelatively
easy as material is presented in a familiar, concrete setting, butstudents often hit a wall
when abstract concepts are introduced. Certainconcepts fundamental to the study of
linear algebra (such as linearindependence, vector space, and linear transformations)
require time toassimilate — and students' understanding of them is vital. Lay, Lay, and
McDonald make theseconcepts more accessible by introducing them early in a familiar,
concrete Rn setting, developing them gradually, and returning to themthroughout the
text so that students can grasp them when they are discussed inthe abstract. The 6th
Edition offers exciting new material, examples,and online resources, along with new
topics, vignettes, and applications.
Linear Algebra: A First Course with Applications explores the fundamental ideas of
linear algebra, including vector spaces, subspaces, basis, span, linear independence,
linear transformation, eigenvalues, and eigenvectors, as well as a variety of
applications, from inventories to graphics to Google’s PageRank. Unlike other texts on
the subject, this classroom-tested book gives students enough time to absorb the
material by focusing on vector spaces early on and using computational sections as
numerical interludes. It offers introductions to MapleTM, MATLAB®, and TI-83 Plus for
calculating matrix inverses, determinants, eigenvalues, and eigenvectors. Moving from
the specific to the general, the author raises questions, provides motivation, and
discusses strategy before presenting answers. Discussions of motivation and strategy
include content and context to help students learn.
NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you select the correct
ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title,
and registrations are not transferable. To register for and use Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products, you may also need a Course ID, which your instructor will provide.
Used books, rentals, and purchases made outside of Pearson If purchasing or renting
from companies other than Pearson, the access codes for Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be previously
redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your purchase. Note: You are
purchasing a standalone product; MyMathLab does not come packaged with this
content. MyMathLab is not a self-paced technology and should only be purchased
when required by an instructor. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and
MyMathLab, search for: 9780134022697 / 0134022696 Linear Algebra and Its
Applications plus New MyMathLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, 5/e
With traditional linear algebra texts, the course is relatively easy for students during the
early stages as material is presented in a familiar, concrete setting. However, when
abstract concepts are introduced, students often hit a wall. Instructors seem to agree
that certain concepts (such as linear independence, spanning, subspace, vector space,
and linear transformations) are not easily understood and require time to assimilate.
These concepts are fundamental to the study of linear algebra, so students'
understanding of them is vital to mastering the subject. This text makes these concepts
more accessible by introducing them early in a familiar, concrete Rn setting, developing
them gradually, and returning to them throughout the text so that when they are
discussed in the abstract, students are readily able to understand.
NOTE: This edition features the same content as the traditional text in a convenient,
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three-hole-punched, loose-leaf version. Books a la Carte also offer a great value--this
format costs significantly less than a new textbook. Before purchasing, check with your
instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN.
Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including
customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In
addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx For courses in linear
algebra.This package includes MyMathLab(R). With traditional linear algebra texts, the
course is relatively easy for students during the early stages as material is presented in
a familiar, concrete setting. However, when abstract concepts are introduced, students
often hit a wall. Instructors seem to agree that certain concepts (such as linear
independence, spanning, subspace, vector space, and linear transformations) are not
easily understood and require time to assimilate. These concepts are fundamental to
the study of linear algebra, so students' understanding of them is vital to mastering the
subject. This text makes these concepts more accessible by introducing them early in a
familiar, concrete "Rn" setting, developing them gradually, and returning to them
throughout the text so that when they are discussed in the abstract, students are readily
able to understand. Personalize learning with MyMathLabMyMathLab is an online
homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage
students and improve results. MyMathLab includes assignable algorithmic exercises,
the complete eBook, interactive figures, tools to personalize learning, and more.
This is a book on linear algebra and matrix theory. While it is self contained, it will work
best for those who have already had some exposure to linear algebra. It is also
assumed that the reader has had calculus. Some optional topics require more analysis
than this, however. I think that the subject of linear algebra is likely the most significant
topic discussed in undergraduate mathematics courses. Part of the reason for this is its
usefulness in unifying so many different topics. Linear algebra is essential in analysis,
applied math, and even in theoretical mathematics. This is the point of view of this
book, more than a presentation of linear algebra for its own sake. This is why there are
numerous applications, some fairly unusual.
Elementary Linear Algebra reviews the elementary foundations of linear algebra in a studentoriented, highly readable way. The many examples and large number and variety of exercises
in each section help the student learn and understand the material. The instructor is also given
flexibility by allowing the presentation of a traditional introductory linear algebra course with
varying emphasis on applications or numerical considerations. In addition, the instructor can
tailor coverage of several topics. Comprised of six chapters, this book first discusses Gaussian
elimination and the algebra of matrices. Applications are interspersed throughout, and the
problem of solving AX = B, where A is square and invertible, is tackled. The reader is then
introduced to vector spaces and subspaces, linear independences, and dimension, along with
rank, determinants, and the concept of inner product spaces. The final chapter deals with
various topics that highlight the interaction between linear algebra and all the other branches of
mathematics, including function theory, analysis, and the singular value decomposition and
generalized inverses. This monograph will be a useful resource for practitioners, instructors,
and students taking elementary linear algebra.
The material presented in this book corresponds to a semester-long course, ``Linear Algebra
and Differential Equations'', taught to sophomore students at UC Berkeley. In contrast with
typical undergraduate texts, the book offers a unifying point of view on the subject, namely that
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linear algebra solves several clearly-posed classification problems about such geometric
objects as quadratic forms and linear transformations. This attractive viewpoint on the classical
theory agrees well with modern tendencies in advanced mathematics and is shared by many
research mathematicians. However, the idea of classification seldom finds its way to basic
programs in mathematics, and is usually unfamiliar to undergraduates. To meet the challenge,
the book first guides the reader through the entire agenda of linear algebra in the elementary
environment of two-dimensional geometry, and prior to spelling out the general idea and
employing it in higher dimensions, shows how it works in applications such as linear ODE
systems or stability of equilibria. Appropriate as a text for regular junior and honors sophomore
level college classes, the book is accessible to high school students familiar with basic
calculus, and can also be useful to engineering graduate students.
A groundbreaking introduction to vectors, matrices, and least squares for engineering
applications, offering a wealth of practical examples.
This book provides an elementary analytically inclined journey to a fundamental result of linear
algebra: the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). SVD is a workhorse in many applications of
linear algebra to data science. Four important applications relevant to data science are
considered throughout the book: determining the subspace that “best” approximates a given
set (dimension reduction of a data set); finding the “best” lower rank approximation of a given
matrix (compression and general approximation problems); the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse (relevant to solving least squares problems); and the orthogonal Procrustes problem
(finding the orthogonal transformation that most closely transforms a given collection to a given
configuration), as well as its orientation-preserving version. The point of view throughout is
analytic. Readers are assumed to have had a rigorous introduction to sequences and
continuity. These are generalized and applied to linear algebraic ideas. Along the way to the
SVD, several important results relevant to a wide variety of fields (including random matrices
and spectral graph theory) are explored: the Spectral Theorem; minimax characterizations of
eigenvalues; and eigenvalue inequalities. By combining analytic and linear algebraic ideas,
readers see seemingly disparate areas interacting in beautiful and applicable ways.
This is an introductory textbook designed for undergraduate mathematics majors with an
emphasis on abstraction and in particular, the concept of proofs in the setting of linear algebra.
Typically such a student would have taken calculus, though the only prerequisite is suitable
mathematical grounding. The purpose of this book is to bridge the gap between the more
conceptual and computational oriented undergraduate classes to the more abstract oriented
classes. The book begins with systems of linear equations and complex numbers, then relates
these to the abstract notion of linear maps on finite-dimensional vector spaces, and covers
diagonalization, eigenspaces, determinants, and the Spectral Theorem. Each chapter
concludes with both proof-writing and computational exercises.
Includes detailed step-by-step solutions to selected odd-numbered problems.
Line algebra is relatively easy for students during the early stages of the course, when the
material is presented in a familiar, concrete setting. But when abstract concepts are
introduced, students often hit a brick wall. Instructors seem to agree that certain concepts are
not easily understood, and require time to assimilate.
This set features: Linear Algebra and Its Applications, Second Edition (978-0-471-75156-4)
and Functional Analysis (978-0-471-55604-6) both by Peter D. Lax.
An introduction to a broad range of topics in deep learning, covering mathematical and
conceptual background, deep learning techniques used in industry, and research perspectives.
“Written by three experts in the field, Deep Learning is the only comprehensive book on the
subject.” —Elon Musk, cochair of OpenAI; cofounder and CEO of Tesla and SpaceX Deep
learning is a form of machine learning that enables computers to learn from experience and
understand the world in terms of a hierarchy of concepts. Because the computer gathers
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knowledge from experience, there is no need for a human computer operator to formally
specify all the knowledge that the computer needs. The hierarchy of concepts allows the
computer to learn complicated concepts by building them out of simpler ones; a graph of these
hierarchies would be many layers deep. This book introduces a broad range of topics in deep
learning. The text offers mathematical and conceptual background, covering relevant concepts
in linear algebra, probability theory and information theory, numerical computation, and
machine learning. It describes deep learning techniques used by practitioners in industry,
including deep feedforward networks, regularization, optimization algorithms, convolutional
networks, sequence modeling, and practical methodology; and it surveys such applications as
natural language processing, speech recognition, computer vision, online recommendation
systems, bioinformatics, and videogames. Finally, the book offers research perspectives,
covering such theoretical topics as linear factor models, autoencoders, representation learning,
structured probabilistic models, Monte Carlo methods, the partition function, approximate
inference, and deep generative models. Deep Learning can be used by undergraduate or
graduate students planning careers in either industry or research, and by software engineers
who want to begin using deep learning in their products or platforms. A website offers
supplementary material for both readers and instructors.
This print textbook is available for students to rent for their classes. The Pearson print rental
program provides students with affordable access to learning materials, so they come to class
ready to succeed. For courses in Linear Algebra. Fosters the concepts and skills students will
use in future careers Linear Algebra and Its Applications offers a modern elementary
introduction with broad, relevant applications. With traditional texts, the early stages of the
course are relatively easy as material is presented in a familiar, concrete setting; but students
often hit a wall when abstract concepts are introduced. Certain concepts fundamental to the
study of linear algebra (such as linear independence, vector space, and linear transformations)
require time to learn-and students' understanding of them is vital. Lay, Lay, and McDonald
make these concepts more accessible by introducing them early in a familiar, concrete Rn
setting, developing them gradually, and returning to them throughout the text so that students
can grasp them when they are discussed in the abstract. Throughout, the 6th Edition updates
exercises, adds new applications, takes advantage of improved technology, and offers more
support for conceptual learning. Also available with MyLab Math By combining trusted author
content with digital tools and a flexible platform, MyLab personalizes the learning experience
and improves results for each student. 0135851254 / 9780135851258 LINEAR ALGEBRA
AND ITS APPLICATIONS [RENTAL EDITION], 6/e
Renowned professor and author Gilbert Strang demonstrates that linear algebra is a
fascinating subject by showing both its beauty and value. While the mathematics is there, the
effort is not all concentrated on proofs. Strang's emphasis is on understanding. He explains
concepts, rather than deduces. This book is written in an informal and personal style and
teaches real mathematics. The gears change in Chapter 2 as students reach the introduction
of vector spaces. Throughout the book, the theory is motivated and reinforced by genuine
applications, allowing pure mathematicians to teach applied mathematics.
Praise for the First Edition ". . .recommended for the teacher and researcher as well as
forgraduate students. In fact, [it] has a place on everymathematician's bookshelf." -American
Mathematical Monthly Linear Algebra and Its Applications, Second Edition presents
linearalgebra as the theory and practice of linear spaces and linear mapswith a unique focus
on the analytical aspects as well as thenumerous applications of the subject. In addition to
thoroughcoverage of linear equations, matrices, vector spaces, game theory,and numerical
analysis, the Second Edition featuresstudent-friendly additions that enhance the book's
accessibility,including expanded topical coverage in the early chapters,additional exercises,
and solutions to selected problems. Beginning chapters are devoted to the abstract structure of
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finitedimensional vector spaces, and subsequent chapters addressconvexity and the duality
theorem as well as describe the basics ofnormed linear spaces and linear maps between
normed spaces. Further updates and revisions have been included to reflect themost up-todate coverage of the topic, including: The QR algorithm for finding the eigenvalues of a selfadjointmatrix The Householder algorithm for turning self-adjoint matricesinto tridiagonal form
The compactness of the unit ball as a criterion of finitedimensionality of a normed linear space
Additionally, eight new appendices have been added and cover topicssuch as: the Fast Fourier
Transform; the spectral radius theorem;the Lorentz group; the compactness criterion for
finitedimensionality; the characterization of commentators; proof ofLiapunov's stability criterion;
the construction of the JordanCanonical form of matrices; and Carl Pearcy's elegant proof
ofHalmos' conjecture about the numerical range of matrices. Clear, concise, and superbly
organized, Linear Algebra and ItsApplications, Second Edition serves as an excellent text
foradvanced undergraduate- and graduate-level courses in linearalgebra. Its comprehensive
treatment of the subject also makes itan ideal reference or self-study for industry professionals.

In this appealing and well-written text, Richard Bronson starts with the concrete
and computational, and leads the reader to a choice of major applications. The
first three chapters address the basics: matrices, vector spaces, and linear
transformations. The next three cover eigenvalues, Euclidean inner products, and
Jordan canonical forms, offering possibilities that can be tailored to the
instructor's taste and to the length of the course. Bronson's approach to
computation is modern and algorithmic, and his theory is clean and
straightforward. Throughout, the views of the theory presented are broad and
balanced and key material is highlighted in the text and summarized at the end of
each chapter. The book also includes ample exercises with answers and hints.
Prerequisite: One year of calculus is recommended. Introduces deductive
reasoning and helps the reader develop a facility with mathematical proofs
Provides a balanced approach to computation and theory by offering
computational algorithms for finding eigenvalues and eigenvectors Offers
excellent exercise sets, ranging from drill to theoretical/challeging along with
useful and interesting applications not found in other introductory linear algebra
texts
This is the second edition of the best-selling introduction to linear algebra.
Presupposing no knowledge beyond calculus, it provides a thorough treatment of
all the basic concepts, such as vector space, linear transformation and inner
product. The concept of a quotient space is introduced and related to solutions of
linear system of equations, and a simplified treatment of Jordan normal form is
given. Numerous applications of linear algebra are described, including systems
of linear recurrence relations, systems of linear differential equations, Markov
processes, and the Method of Least Squares. An entirely new chapter on linear
programing introduces the reader to the simplex algorithm with emphasis on
understanding the theory behind it. The book is addressed to students who wish
to learn linear algebra, as well as to professionals who need to use the methods
of the subject in their own fields.
"I recommend this book for its extensive coverage of topics not easily found
elsewhere and for its focus on applications".Zentralblatt MATH"The book is an
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excellent source on linear algebra, matrix theory and applications in statistics and
econometrics, and is unique in many ways. I recommend it to anyone interested
in these disciplines, and especially in how they benefit from one
another".Statistical Papers, 2000
To learn and understand mathematics, students must engage in the process of
doing mathematics. Emphasizing active learning, Abstract Algebra: An InquiryBased Approach not only teaches abstract algebra but also provides a deeper
understanding of what mathematics is, how it is done, and how mathematicians
think. The book can be used in both rings-first and groups-first abstract algebra
courses. Numerous activities, examples, and exercises illustrate the definitions,
theorems, and concepts. Through this engaging learning process, students
discover new ideas and develop the necessary communication skills and rigor to
understand and apply concepts from abstract algebra. In addition to the activities
and exercises, each chapter includes a short discussion of the connections
among topics in ring theory and group theory. These discussions help students
see the relationships between the two main types of algebraic objects studied
throughout the text. Encouraging students to do mathematics and be more than
passive learners, this text shows students that the way mathematics is developed
is often different than how it is presented; that definitions, theorems, and proofs
do not simply appear fully formed in the minds of mathematicians; that
mathematical ideas are highly interconnected; and that even in a field like
abstract algebra, there is a considerable amount of intuition to be found.
The book developed from the need to teach a linear algebra course to students
focused on data science and bioinformatics programs. These students tend not
to realize the importance of linear algebra in applied sciences since traditional
linear algebra courses tend to cover mathematical contexts but not the
computational aspect of linear algebra or its applications to data science and
bioinformatics. The author presents the topics in a traditional course yet offers
lectures as well as lab exercises on simulated and empirical data sets. This
textbook provides students a theoretical basis which can then be applied to the
practical R and Python problems, providing the tools needed for real-world
applications. Each section starts with working examples to demonstrate how
tools from linear algebra can help solve problems in applied science. These
exercises start from easy computations, such as computing determinants of
matrices, to practical applications on simulated and empirical data sets with R so
that students learn how to get started with R along with computational examples
in each section and then they learn how to apply what they learn to problems in
applied sciences. This book is designed from first principles to demonstrate the
importance of linear algebra through working computational examples with R and
python including tutorials on how to install R in the Appendix. If a student has
never seen R, they can get started without any additional help. Since Python is
one of the most popular languages in data science, optimization, and computer
science, code supplements are available for students who feel more comfortable
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with Python. R is used primarily for computational examples to develop student’s
practical computational skills. Table of Contents Preface List of Figures List of
Tables 1. Systems of Linear Equations and Matrices 2. Matrix Arithmetic 3.
Deteminants 4. Vector Spaces 5. Inner Product Space 6. Eigen values and Eigen
vectors 7. Linear Regression 8. Linear Programming Network Analysis
Appendices A) Introduction to RStudio via Amazon Web Service (AWS) B)
Introduction to R Bibliography Index Biography Dr. Ruriko Yoshida is an
Associate Professor of Operations Research at the Naval Postgraduate School.
She received her Ph.D. in Mathematics from the University of California, Davis.
Her research topics cover a wide variety of areas: applications of algebraic
combinatorics to statistical problems such as statistical learning on nonEuclidean spaces, sensor networks, phylogenetics, and phylogenomics. She
teaches courses in statistics, stochastic models, probability, and data science.
In this appealing and well-written text, Richard Bronson gives readers a
substructure for a firm understanding of the abstract concepts of linear algebra
and its applications. The author starts with the concrete and computational, and
leads the reader to a choice of major applications (Markov chains, least-squares
approximation, and solution of differential equations using Jordan normal form).
The first three chapters address the basics: matrices, vector spaces, and linear
transformations. The next three cover eigenvalues, Euclidean inner products, and
Jordan canonical forms, offering possibilities that can be tailored to the
instructor's taste and to the length of the course. Bronson's approach to
computation is modern and algorithmic, and his theory is clean and
straightforward. Throughout, the views of the theory presented are broad and
balanced. Key material is highlighted in the text and summarized at the end of
each chapter. The book also includes ample exercises with answers and hints.
With its inclusion of all the needed features, this text will be a pleasure for
professionals, teachers, and students. - Introduces deductive reasoning and
helps the reader develop a facility with mathematical proofs - Gives
computational algorithms for finding eigenvalues and eigenvectors - Provides a
balanced approach to computation and theory - Superb motivation and writing Excellent exercise sets, ranging from drill to theoretical/challeging - Useful and
interesting applications not found in other introductory linear algebra texts
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